General care instructions

upholstery fabrics

Dirt has an effect on the fire-retarding properties of the materials, so it is very important to regularly clean fabrics so dirt cannot be absorbed by the material. We advise the weekly Care of upholstery fabrics by vacuum cleaning.

Remove stains as soon as possible. You can immediately remove most stains by dabbing the dirt with an absorbent cloth. You can then let the dirt dry and vacuum it up, if this not sufficient carefully treat the stain with a cloth that does not give off and luke warm water.
If necessary use a cleaning agent suitable for the material concerned. Take advice on this.

mohair
Besides weekly vacuum cleaning you can brush mohair fabrics with a mohair brush to brush out the dirt. Vacuum cleaning, brushing or cleaning with a cloth and luke warm water must be done in the pile direction.

epinglé
When vacuum cleaning you must remember to do this carefully so you do not pull the loops loose. Remove stains by placing a wet cloth on the stain and allowing the cloth to absorb the dirt. Do not rub too hard to again not pull the loops loose. Should this nevertheless happen you can cut the loop loose.

wool
Wool is itself anti-static and attracts no dirt. Wool is also water-repellent. You can maintain woollen fabrics according to the general Care instructions above. Use as little water as possible.

polyester FR
Upholstery fabrics in polyester FR are easy to clean. Water does not affect the fire-retarding properties because this property is present in the yarns and is not added by finishing. You can wash or treat the fabrics with water. The fabrics dry quickly and do not lose their shape.

Vescom will not be held responsible for any damage that may be caused during the cleaning process.